INPODIUM MK6:
FRONT DESIGN PROTOCOL

GENERIC FRONT -without
without customization-:

T is the one included when the
This front showed below is the default Inpodium front. This
customer does not require any customization.
The size and design of the generic front Inpodium are:

Composition:
•
•
•
•

Numbers in black on white background
Manufacturer logos in the bottom right side.
Dealer’s logo in the bottom left side.
Logo sizes are 150mm x 30mm approximately.

CUSTOMIZED FRONT:

To have a customized front you must provide the following information and files:

First:
A preliminary design sketches, hand or computer made,, indicating the desired content, their
approximate positions and background colours.
Example:

You should know:
•
•
•

Backgrounds and numbers can be printed in any colour or pattern of colours.
The more indications provide, the better we can adjust the layout of INpodium
IN
to your
wishes and will do so more efficiently.
These customizations are included in the sale price of INpodium
podium while maintaining
logos manufacturer, and distributor if any. The size should be at least the original size
(150x30mm), although it is possible to modify its position and colour to suit the
customer's design.

Second:

You should facilitate the images included in the design, better images in vectors format
(scalable lossless)
sless) as "Adobe Illustrator (AI)",
(
"Corel Draw (CDR)", Freehand (FH10
FH10-FH11...).
If it is not possible to provide vector files, you can provide bitmap images (JPG, GIF, TIF or
BMP) if they have enough quality and size to the fit requested size in the previous design.
Using lower grades can affect the print quality or even
even make the panel printing impossible.
Vector file type may contain a bitmap file type inside and does not make it a vector file, ensure
that vector files contain the correct information.
It’s your responsibility to dispose the rights of use of the provided images.

Third:
If the design has unusual sources of letters, specially designed or paid, shall be provided as a
separate file or included in the vector files.

Fourth:
If the design features custom colours, should indicate the Pantone or other colour codes
identification, or must be indicated in the vector file image.

Fifth:
Final design tests in PDF format at real size will be forwarded to the customer.

We will not proceed to start the front manufacturing without the final customer approval
expressed by email or fax.

